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Introduction: First seeds and the value of being strong when starting something.

Usually, it´s not easy to determinate where do art projects really begin. Most of the 
time there are too many factors that end up combining by themselves, sometimes it also 
happens that the “seeds” for ideas start germinating without the active knowledge of 
the creator just to emerge in some intuitive way in some intuitive moment. 

In any case, there are a few moments that determinate clearly the beginning of 
something, and this thing just has to wait until the “how” its decided by the author. For 
me, the very first moment where I realized that I was going to do this project started 
when I began learning Japanese. More exactly when I started investigating the japanese 
language in its cultural side. Despite my first intention was only to learn a idiom, 
knowing things about the origins and growth of the japanese just made me realize how 
attached the “nihongo” (japanese) was to the art and culture of Japan. Therefore, I 
started to make my approach to it trying to be more conscious about the meanings of the 
practice of the language in that country. 

Although it seems easy to say, its not that easy to put it in practice, mainly because 
of the cultural gaps that (even in the age of globalization, or maybe because of it) clearly 
maintain the distance between people of different countries. Anyway, strongly inspired by 
this difference and difficulty of not only learning a idiom but also having to learn an 
alphabet (two by the way) I assumed the responsibility to learn all the culture that 
surrounded “nihongo” I could. I really thought it was something about respect, (and I 
know that maybe sounds a little bit epic but it's absolutely how I felt).

That's how I discovered japanese calligraphy. 

Episode1: The Act of Writing

One of the things I clearly understood of my japanese learning process is that in 
Japan, writing is not only a channel for communicating ideas, the writing itself means 
something to those who practice it. It's something that I thought remarkable, I also felt 
that it wasn't something usual in occidental languages so I decided that it was an 
interesting idea to import to my project: The concept of the “act of writing”. 



         I started asking if this act of writing 
could be capable of having the same weight that 
in japanese culture has. Not for a big change 
obviously, but I started to think if I could make 
from the art of writing something “to be 
conscious about”. The idea of making people to 
pay attention to this calligraphic moment started 
to grow in my mind, but still without shape.

Episode2: A man of action.

One of the most difficult parts of this 
project started when I tried to develop strategies 
for this contact with this people. In the first 
states of this strategy planning I suspected that 
public action was one of the best ways of going 
forward, but I was reluctant. I don´t know if it's 
because of  being just shy or 

The moment.
Performative actions ask from the author a 
direct involving with the action itself and the 
public. Despite it seems to be an easy formula, 
the author cannot control what happens in an 
strict way, what forces him to be much more 
elastic. The fact is that the interesting part of 
this relation maybe remains in this aleatory 
part. The growing relational meanings within 
the performative are, in this way, very 
interesting in actual terms of art, and makes 
great connections with some actual behavioral 
aspects of society. At the same time, this 
performative methodologies, demand from the 
author active intuition and great time and 
space management, besides the obvious social 
skills, of course. 
On the other hand it's necessary to be conscious 
of some connotations such as the theatrical part 
of it, the kind of public or the context. That 
take special intensity on such practices, and 
might not be useful.

because I thought that peoples reaction could be worse than it finally has been, anyway 
enforced by my friend Eva I decided that (knowing it was the best way to proceed) it'll be 
so interesting to put me in contact with other people in a direct way so I could check not 
only the feedback I was going to receive, but also to put in a crisis myself and my feelings 
within the performative part of art that I dislike that much. Again, hardly strengthen and 
inspired by my own choices y decided to extend this actions to a wide period of time, so I 
could see this situations, that were absolutely new for me, with enough information and 
distance. I decided to take all December for this actions, where I would ask people some 
writing exercise, which I didn't know how'll be yet.

Episode3: Actors and materials. 

Making this approach to people was the way to relate to their writings and to put 
me in crisis, but I thought that this contact needed to be really close to be true, so I 
decided to use my own body as a surface. The direct contact caused new feelings on my 
idea of the project, the necessity of   exposing myself, in a spontaneous situation, to 
somebody unknown, and some terms like nudity and the public space showed up to the 
scene, but I tried to take them in account as less as I could, as they weren't concepts I 
wanted to focus on my project.

        I first thought of having an assistant for 
this actions. As I had decided that it will be 
something close, something between me and other 
peoples handwriting, I contemplated the idea of 
having some help to make documentation of this 
particular actions, but I soon rejected this idea, 
mainly because I didn't want more “directors” 
inside the project (and with directors I mean 
people with the knowledge of the whole project 
and taking decisions), but I also rejected this idea 
for one simple reason: I could make the writing 
endure enough until I could document it and 
think about it myself. 

Time issues.
To use temporary surfaces to deliver writings 
makes the keeping of the message almost a 
responsibility. The time while this mark 
remains on the skin becomes less important 
than the moment when the text was written, 
and by the way becomes the body itself a 
temporary document. Depending on the exact 
place where the message was written, this 
can´t be watched by the owner of this 
body/surface. This means that during a 
certain period of time, the writing is not able 
to be seen, and its capable to disappear. And 
also that the message can be destroyed by the 
process of waiting and be forgotten. The 
messenger, message, and receiver become 
one. And the content unknown.

 

 



This idea had something extra I didn't know until I started with the project: The 
timeline of action was already decided: The action, the documentation, and the time in 
between, where the writing was “hanging”. 

Episode4: The Document

Capturing and documenting this calligraphies, it has become so very important for 
the whole process. It involved not only having the first tangible documents of the work 
(what it isn't really one of the heaviest things for the entire project) but also this 
documents made an anchor point, a small space, where rethinking and project again was 
possible. We can really speak about an ecuador of the project, which I think its absolutely 
necessary. 

Mi first idea being at this point was to question if this documents really needed 
some review. But I didn't have to think too much about it. I was trying  to speak about 
language, so I realized that I had to make an attempt on understanding this writings, this 
little marks of the moment I shared with this anonymous people. (this whole project works 
on communication by the way). Writing became automatically the way of remembering 
those moments and answering this texts; and of course, leaving my own calligraphies as 
marks also. I put them all together and ended up closing this documents with one last 
japanese writing. It was not about translating but to putting the last dot on this combined 
text-work, so the kanji (japanese ideogram) I used resumed what in my opinion both mine 
and this peoples words meant or spoke about. And by the way using my japanese learning 
process as a thread.

Episode5: Context and performing.

While I was collecting this calligraphic exercises an reviewing them with my own 
words, I actually felt that I was the only one that wasn't communicating my thoughts in 
any way but with this revisits to other peoples words. So I started to think if I could 
develop some way of acting in this “context of project” I'd created but with my own 
words; having in mind at the same time the previous and hypothetical “work criteria” 
used until that moment. The public space seemed to be the necessary place, and the 
language and the communication where the obvious things to talk about. The only 
problem was the how. 

Reciprocity and feedback strategies
One of the biggest issues of nowadays art 
remains in making the hypothetical public a close 
part of art projects themselves. Reciprocity and 
both direction working is so evident thus the 
artists are developing new strategies aiming for 
that goal. This strategies try to preview the 
publics reaction and make great efforts to include 
this reactions on the work, so that they get a 
feedback. Particularly I think that all effort of 
preventing this active/reactive publics behavior is 
absolutely futile and senseless. In exchange to 
that I prefer an open minded attitude and good 
adaptability. Letting that way,to this “relational 
beings” behave freely.  I absolutely believe that 
even the most unexpected thing will be able to 
work in favor of the final result. 

I started making small actions of “nihongo” 
calligraphy In public space, leaving requests 
through the streets that could be read only for 
people who knew this language, what in Bilbao 
is quite unlikely to happen. This 
“unreadable” messages where still there, 
asking people to think about different 
subjects, but, as they were in a foreign 
language, they only induced people to ask 
what they where really telling. The fact of 
writing a message for anybody and with an 
unlikely reception was the final message. To 
question the communication itself.

As the “material” of my work was growing, so they were the problems. The main 
one was to  conjugate all this parts in one final direction. Although every part had its own 
path and way of working I knew that they were based in the same original ideas and 



worries, so I came back trying to reach the origins of the project. I came back to the 
japanese language, the japanese culture of writing. I felt kind of lost in my own place, my 
own project. Despite I knew where everything remained, nothing seemed relevant enough 
to fuse those little works in one main place. I ended up discovering in other creators work 
what I already knew: That the “core” of not only my own fears but also what I'd learnt 
from japanese calligraphy was in one same spot: performing. 

Authors as reference.
We live in the age of re-production. That 
expects from an author not only the ability 
to remain fresh and original but to produce 
new ideas with the responsibility of knowing 
his/hers predecessors work and taking it 
into account. But I don´t think this 
philosophy will last long. As time goes by its 
becoming less and less important the names 
of those whose ideas are followed today. 
Historical arguments are losing sense, and 
so it is history too. I absolutely believe that 
this is the age of the lose of memory. 
Because at the end, its not the name of this 
authors what you need to rebuild and re-
produce this ideas. I truly believe that this is 
the age of the instant and the present and 
the people that sits in front of you, and I 
smell in nowadays art and artists this same 
feelings. But as I don´t have memory I can't 
tell you their names. 

Japanese calligraphy's cultural strength remains in 
the ritual, the act of writing is as important as the 
words by themselves and my own worries were not 
in the context or subjects but in my way of acting 
for the project. I felt an anxious need of an ending 
ritual. 

The Final Act: What I felt. 

Day1: “I was really nervous. This 
performance was not spontaneous, people was 
expecting something, what only stressed me more. 
I had 15 minutes, but I think I used less. The 
projections didn´t work, and the space wasn't 
appropriate, volunteers worked fine: briefly and 
humorous. 

My hand shacked like crazy so the calligraphy was horrible. (dammit!) Interested 
public in general, (I was the only one who didn't make a boring powerpoint so I think that 
they were pleased to watch something else). Not so many questions, but just the important 
ones, and the ones I expected.”

Day2: “Almost an hour long! I thought I was dying just to stay focused, answering 
so many questions! I was fine at the beginning, I felt almost comfortable in the scene, 
they seemed to be ready for everything. Videos were fine and the new space worked much 
better than the previous one, but volunteers didn't want to stop writing! Although the 
first time I waited until they had finished to start my own writings, this time was 
impossible, I had to start my own to suggest them to stop. In some way that was also 
good, they felt comfortable with their jobs and so I felt with mine too. My hand shacked, 
but less than the previous day. I was the first one, that meant high expectations. Post-
action speech was veeery looong. Eva was happy to see me in crisis, but in a positive way. 
I think they knew I was uncomfortable so they pressed me a bit.  If I think of it now, I´m 
glad they did that. In some ways it was what I was searching. Some people felt confused 
with the multiple information effect, but I think I clarified quite well. Diego told me I had 
made it very well, very important criteria for me. Also some unexpected questions, but I 
had clear the answers in my mind.”

END

I can´t really tell if I´ve changed that much. I feel something different. And for my 
head and my reason that's too much effort by now. To use something you are learning, 
and the process of learning as an opportunity to go further and fight for something you 
fear or you hate is a precious gift. Art must deal with the unexpected more than ever, and 
so do artists too. Both must refuse the alienation of the books. I personally feel the end of 
something, there are lots of things to learn and a neighborhood full of strangers next to 
us. I am sure we won´t get bored.


